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In Greek mythology, Cerberus (/ Ëˆ s ÉœË•r b É™r É™ s /; Greek: ÎšÎ-Ï•Î²ÎµÏ•Î¿Ï‚ Kerberos), often called the
"hound of Hades", is a multi-headed dog that guards the gates of the Underworld to prevent the dead from
leaving. Cerberus was the offspring of the monsters Echidna and Typhon, and usually is described as having
three heads, a serpent for a tail, and snakes protruding from parts of his ...
Cerberus - Wikipedia
Latin Translation Notes radix malorum est cupiditas "the root of evils is desire" Or "greed is the root of all
evil".Theme of the Pardoner's Tale from The Canterbury Tales.: Rara avis "Rare bird" An extraodinary or
unusual thing.
Appendix:List of Latin phrases (Pâ€“Z) - Wiktionary
This list is a combination of the three divided pages, for users who have no trouble loading large pages and
prefer a single page to scroll or search through.
Appendix:List of Latin phrases - Wiktionary
This page lists English translations of notable Latin phrases, such as veni vidi vici and et cetera.Some of the
phrases are themselves translations of Greek phrases, as Greek rhetoric and literature reached its peak
centuries before the rise of ancient Rome.. This list covers the letter V.See List of Latin phrases for the main
list.
List of Latin phrases (V) - Wikipedia
L. Lab`arum, the standard, surmounted by the monogram of Christ, which was borne before the Emperor
Constantine after his conversion to Christianity, and in symbol of the vision of the cross in the sky which led
to it.It was a lance with a cross-bar at its extremity and a crown on top, and the monogram consisted of the
Greek letter for Ch and R.
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